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AUTOMATED CINEMATOGRAPHIC EDITING TOOL

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS
[001] The present application claims priority under 35 USC §119(e) of Provisional Patent Application bearing serial number 61/001,109, filed on October 31, 2007, the contents of which are hereby incorporated by reference.

TECHNICAL FIELD
[002] The present invention relates to the field of cinematography and more specifically, to the use of software to create animations using multiple cameras in an automated fashion.

BACKGROUND
[003] Traditional methods for creating a fully edited sequence of film/animation involve a laborious process of generating multiple takes from each of the camera viewpoints, exporting all the cumbersome video files to a non-linear editing tool, and manually editing the sequence.

[004] Various software tools are available to help automate the process. For example, some software will attempt to find optimal camera placements and editings for a given action sequence by inferring the goals of the animator. This is a hard and unresolved problem. Other types of software will attempt to recognize typical situations in the script and provide standard camera placements for those situations, based on film idioms extracted from cinematographic editing text-books. The user will be limited to work with these cameras. This technique imposes constraints by requiring that
given camera positions and orientations are used. By
definition, such systems are limited to a finite vocabulary
of actions and camera setups, which prevents them from being
used in practice. Some techniques alleviate the difficulty of
planning a complete editing of a scene by making heuristic
editing decisions at runtime, on a frame-by-frame basis, and
using finite-state machines switching between cameras
automatically, for example. But such systems are unable to
plan ahead or back-track. As a result, they are only useful
in an interactive or gaming situation, but are ill-suited to
a scripted, movie-making situation because they cannot
guarantee the level of quality expected in such applications.

Therefore, there is a need to improve the available
tools used to create animation sequences.

SUMMARY

A movie is composed of one or more scenes and each
scene is a piece of continuous action. During production, a
scene may be filmed from a variety of viewpoints, by using
multiple cameras or by repeating the action with the camera
at different locations. Each recording is continuous, and may
also be called a take. A take may be composed of one or more
shots. A shot may be composed of one or more frames. A frame
is a smallest unit of recording. A shot may be obtained by
cutting the take at a "mark-in" frame (start frame for the
shot relative to the entire camera take) and a "mark-out"
frame (end frame for the shot relative to the entire camera
take).

Cinematographic editing is the process of cutting
and pasting together shots into a single film sequence.
Automatic cinematographic editing is referred to as a method for determining where to cut the shots and how to assemble them into a single scene in an automated fashion.

[008] In accordance with a first broad aspect, there is provided herewith a method for editing an animation sequence, the method comprising: providing animation events; providing shot descriptions corresponding to shots taken by a plurality of cameras; assigning a score to each one of the shot descriptions in accordance with a corresponding one of the animation events and shot rules; assigning a score to transitions between the shot descriptions throughout the sequence in accordance with transition rules; and generating an optimal editing sequence using the score for the shot descriptions and the score for the transitions between the shot descriptions.

[009] In accordance with a second broad aspect, there is provided herewith a system for editing an animation sequence, the system comprising: a processor; a memory accessible by the processor and adapted to store: animation events; and shot descriptions corresponding to shots taken by a plurality of cameras; an application coupled to the processor, the application configured for: assigning a score to each one of said shot descriptions according to a corresponding one of said animation events and shot rules; assigning a score to transitions between said shot descriptions throughout said sequence in accordance with transition rules; and generating an optimal editing sequence using said score for said shot descriptions and said score for said transitions between said shot descriptions.
In accordance with a third broad aspect, there is provided herewith a system for editing an animation sequence, the system comprising: a memory adapted to store: animation events; and shot descriptions corresponding to shots taken by a plurality of cameras; a shot scoring module connected to said memory and adapted to assign a score to each one of said shot descriptions in accordance with a corresponding one of said animation events and shot rules; a transition scoring module connected to said memory and adapted to assign a score to transitions between said shot descriptions throughout said sequence in accordance with transition rules; and an editing sequence generator connected to said shot scoring module and said transition scoring module, said editing sequence generator being adapted to generate an optimal editing sequence using said score for said shot descriptions and said score for said transitions.

The method and system may be used such that a scripted list of events described in general terms and a list of available camera choices are read, and an editing sequence (choice of cameras over time) that best translates the scripted events visually are output in accordance with classical continuity style of editing. This has applications in pre-production, production, and post-production of 3D animated movies, live action films of scripted events such as staged theatre productions, and cinematic replay in video games.

The present method and system are not dependent on a fixed vocabulary of stereotyped actions or camera placements. Instead, they offer a principled and generic framework for evaluating the quality of a shot sequence for
an arbitrarily complex combination of static or dynamic actors and cameras and for finding a non-unique shot sequence with maximum quality in polynomial time.

[0013] In this specification, the term "element" when referring to an action sequence is intended to mean either an actor or an object that is displaced over the course of the action sequence. A shot description is a symbolic description of the content of each frame comprised in the shot, as seen through the lens of the camera. The shot description can be expressed in formal shot description language (SDL).

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] Further features and advantages of the present invention will become apparent from the following detailed description, taken in combination with the appended drawings, in which:

[0015] Fig. 1 is a flow chart of a method for editing an animation sequence, in accordance with an embodiment;

[0016] Fig. 2 is a flow chart of a further method for editing an animation sequence using user constraints, in accordance with an embodiment; and

[0017] Fig. 3 is a block diagram illustrating a system for editing an animation sequence, in accordance with an embodiment.

[0018] It will be noted that throughout the appended drawings, like features are identified by like reference numerals.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0019] There is described herein a method that can be used in a 3D animation tool and/or game engine to automatically generate an "edit list" for editing multiple camera takes into a single edited sequence. This allows animators to quickly get a sense of how their animation work can be pieced together, using the classical continuity style of editing. The edited sequence may be generated and viewed quickly within the animation environment. The method and system may also be used to automatically edit any number of "takes" from several synchronized digital cameras filming a live performance of a scripted scene as long as the individual takes are annotated with the precise screen projections of all actor movements in all cameras.

[0020] The system and method uses camera positions which can be decided by the user and can generate fully edited sequences that are "optimal" with respect to a script of actions and dialogs to be performed by the actors. The output can be used to produce a rough cut of the animated sequences that use the available cameras in a way that best shows the speakers and their bodily actions while keeping a given editing rhythm and observing classical rules of continuity editing, if that is what is desired by the user.

[0021] Figure 1 illustrates an embodiment of a method for editing an animation sequence. Providing animation events is the first step 10 of the method. An animation event is a description of an action which occurs in the animation. For example, an animation event may be defined by a start time, a duration, an action or action class and roles. The roles of an animation event are an ordered list of all the entities
involved in the action corresponding to the animation event.
The order of this list may indicate the relative importance
of the entities.

[0022] Providing shot descriptions is the second step of the method. The shot descriptions describe all possible
shots for creating the editing sequence. A shot description contains information needed for creating a corresponding
shot. In one embodiment, a shot description can comprise a start time and a duration for the shot, an identification of
the camera used to film the shot and a shot type. The identification of the camera can be a number. Alternatively,
the identification is provided by the position and orientation of the camera. The shot type defines the cinematographic style of the shot. In one embodiment, long
shot, medium shot, and close-up represent possible shot
types. Other choices can also be possible such as: extreme
long shot, aerial shot, bird's eye shot, crane shot, over-
the-shoulder shot, one-shot, two-shot, and the like. With one
actor on-screen, the shot is a one-shot. With two actors on-
screen facing the camera, the shot is a two-shot. With two
actors on-screen, one facing the camera and one turning away
from the camera, the shot is an over-the-shoulder if that
second actor is closer than the first one. In another
embodiment, the shot type is represented by shot parameters
which are defined by elements such as the camera height, pan
and tilt angles, the camera lens, and the like. In this case,
a more varied set of framings or shots is obtained. It results in a larger number of possible shots from any given
camera position. Furthermore, the shot type may also indicate
if the camera is static or dynamic during the shot, and the

trajectory of the camera in the event of a dynamic camera. In another embodiment, a shot description comprises an identification of a take, a "mark-in" frame, and a "mark-out" frame.

[0023] The third step 14 of the method corresponds to the assignment of a score to each shot description in accordance with the corresponding animation event and shot rules. The parameters of the shot descriptions are analyzed in accordance with the parameters of the corresponding animation event and the shot rules and the score is assigned as a function of this analysis. For example, a shot description receiving the highest score is the shot description which best represents its corresponding animation event in accordance with the shot rules. Editing style and cinematographic style considerations can be used to create shot rules. Editing style preferences comprise preferences over shot durations and transitions, for example. The style editing preferences may be generic. Alternatively, they can express preferences per action. For example, actions such as talking or smiling may be preferably associated with a close-up shot. Cinematographic preferences are preferences such as those over the shot size, camera angles, and the like. Cinematographic preferences may be generic or action-specific. The score assigned to the shot descriptions provides a ranking of the shot descriptions for each instant of the animation sequence. An instant may be defined as a frame, or may be defined as a given amount of time, such as 10 seconds, 1 minute, etc.

[0024] In one embodiment, the assignment of a score to the shot descriptions is performed as a function of the starting
time and the duration of the shots. Shot durations are explicitly taken into account as part of the ranking of shots and transitions. The duration of shot $S_i$ starting at time $t_i$ followed by shot $S_{i+1}$ starting at time $t_{i+1}$ can be written as $\Delta t_i = t_{i+1} - t_i$. This preference for any given shot is expressed as a function of its starting time $t_i$ and duration $\Delta t_i$. This may include preferences over "average shot durations" as a function of shot sizes. Note that this allows all possible edits points between any two shots to be evaluated.

[0025] In one embodiment, a score is assigned to each frame comprised in the shot corresponding to the shot description, in accordance with the corresponding animation event and shot rules, and the score assigned to the shot description is calculated in accordance with the score assigned to each frame.

[0026] The fourth step 16 of the method is the assignment of a score to the transitions between shot descriptions according to transition rules. Editing style and cinematographic style considerations can be used to create the transition rules.

[0027] Some examples of transition rules are:

(1) cuts between views of the same actor must keep the actor in the same side of the screen, with the same motion direction, and with a significant difference in either size or profile;

(2) cuts between views of the same actors must maintain left/right relationships; and
(3) cuts from one actor to another must maintain the proper distance between them.

[0028] In one embodiment, transitions are scored according to how well they support the classical continuity editing style, which we summarize here:

- Line of action. The relative ordering of characters must remain the same in the two shots.

- Screen continuity. Characters who appear in both shots should not appear to jump around too much.

- Looks. The gaze directions of characters seen in separation should match. If they are looking at each other, their images should also be looking at each other. If the two characters are NOT looking at each other, their images should NOT be looking at each other.

- Distance between characters. The sum of apparent distances to two characters shown in separation should be at least twice the actual distance between them (as if the two images were taken from the same camera position). This prevents the use of close-ups for two characters very far apart.

- The shot size relative to a character should change smoothly, rather than abruptly, thus avoiding cutting from a long shot directly to a close-up. Instead, we would prefer to first cut to a medium-shot, then to a close-shot.
• Motivation. Cutting during an action is usually more pleasant. In that case, a lower transition cost can be used, and motion continuity is considered.

• Focus of interest. A character with more screen space is probably more important in evaluating the transition.

[0029] In one embodiment, at least some of the shot and transition rules correspond to preferences which are input by a user of the method. In this case, the method further comprises a step of receiving preferences about the editing style and cinematographic style from the user.

[0030] In another example, the user inputs an exemplary edited sequence representative of a given editing and cinematographic style. The exemplary edited sequence comprises at least one action script, a set of exemplary shot descriptions, and an exemplary edit decision list. Editing and cinematographic style parameters which represent the user preferences over editing and cinematographic style are determined from the exemplary edited sequence. The shot rules and the transition rules are then generated in accordance with the editing and cinematographic style parameters.

[0031] It should be understood that a score may be a mark such that the shot/transition having the highest score/mark corresponds to the shot/transition presenting the highest quality. Alternatively, the score may correspond to a cost, i.e. the shot/transition having the highest score/cost corresponds to the shot/transition presenting the lowest quality.
In one embodiment, a cost is first assigned to a shot and a score is subsequently calculated from the assigned cost. A cost is an additive, positive value that measures violation of the rules of editing, and the value of a cost is within \([0; +\infty[\). Scores and preferences are multiplicative, positive values between 0 and 1. A score can be derived from a cost as being the exponential of minus the corresponding cost function: \(0 < \text{score} = \exp(-\text{cost}) < 1\).

When preferences are received from a user, a cost function can be evaluated as being minus the log of the corresponding preference or score.

Furthermore, probabilities can be derived from scores and preferences via normalization with a normalization factor \(Z = \text{sum score over all possible output shot sequences, given the same input action sequence. Probabilities are normalized, multiplicative, and positive values comprised between 0 and 1. A sequence probability is defined as a conditional probability for an output shot sequence, given an input action sequence and a set of style parameters. In other words, a sequence probability represents the probability of choosing a shot sequence for a particular action sequence, given the style parameters.}

While it may be needed for comparing shot sequences with different actions or styles, for any given input action sequence, normalization can be omitted during the step of searching for the best output sequence since all sequences share the same normalization factor \(Z\).

The last step 18 of the method is the generation of the optimal editing sequence. An editing sequence is a time-
ordered list of shot descriptions. All possible editing sequences are generated and a score is assigned to each editing sequence as a function of the scores of the shots and transition comprised in the editing sequence. The optimal editing sequence is the editing sequence which has the highest mark or the lowest cost. In other words, the optimal editing sequence identifies the shot type and the camera to be used at each instant in time of the sequence.

[0037] In one embodiment, the optimal editing sequence is returned to the user under the form of an edit decision list (EDL) which is a representation of the result of cinematographic editing. The edit decision list can be in the form of a sequence of shots, each shot being identified by a camera take, a "mark-in" frame and a "mark-out" frame. For example,

    shot1 = (take 10, markin=50, markout=100) ;
    shot2 = (take 11, markin=10, markout = 20)

is an EDL for a 60 frame-long movie where the first shot uses frames 50 through 100 of take 10, and the second shot uses frames 10 through 20 of take 11.

[0038] In one embodiment, the EDL can be further elaborated to allow for gradual transitions such as dissolves, superimpositions, fades and special effects such as frame-rate changes, etc.

[0039] In one embodiment, the optimal editing sequence is sent to the animation generator which creates the animation shots according to the shot descriptions of the optimal editing sequence. In one embodiment, the optimal editing
sequence is made available to the user prior to the generation of the animation. For example, the first frame of each shot may be displayed on the user's interface to provide the user with a first impression of the animation. The displayed editing sequence corresponds to a proposal and the user may be asked to validate the displayed editing list. If he rejects the editing list, the user may be presented with a second editing list which corresponds to the second optimal editing list, i.e. the editing sequence having the second highest mark or the second lowest cost. Alternatively, the user may be asked to input new preferences. The user may also be provided with the complete list of the possible editing sequences and their respective score, from most optimal to least optimal.

In one embodiment, the method illustrated in figure 1 further comprises the step of generating the shot descriptions. The shot descriptions are generated using the received inputs, namely the set of positions and orientations for the cameras, the layout of a scene for the animation sequence comprising decor and elements therein, the trajectory of the elements in the animation sequence, and the animation events.

In another embodiment, the shots of the scenes are created before the generation of the optimal editing sequence. In this case, the shot descriptions are generated in accordance with the shots. For example, a TV show may be filmed by multiple cameras resulting in numerous shots. A shot description is created for each shot and these shot descriptions are used as input in the method for generating the optimal editing sequence. The editing of the TV show is
then performed in accordance with the generated optimal editing sequence of shots.

[0042] In one embodiment, the method further comprises the step of receiving a script. A script is a symbolic description of all actions taking place in the scene. The following presents a simple example of a script:

Event (type=ASK, agent=A, dest=B, start=T1, end=T2)

Event (type=ANSWER, agent=B, dest=A, start=T3, end=T4)

Event (type=EXIT, agent=B, start=T5, end=T6)

[0043] The layout, the trajectories, the animation events and the shot descriptions are determined directly from the script. Any method known by a person skilled in the art to extract this information from the script may be used. For example, the extraction step may comprise the generation of hierarchical state machines for all actions present in the script.

[0044] In one embodiment, the method further comprises the step of generating additional camera positions and orientations, aimed at the actors or objects of interest in the scene. Such cameras can then be used in the evaluation of the best editing sequence. This step can be executed using a variety of available methods, including «through-the-lens» camera control, stereotyped camera placements taken from classical editing textbooks, and the like. This additional step makes it possible to use the method even when the user of the system does not provide any camera choices.
This section presents an example for illustration purpose. The input comprise three actions:

- event 1: actor A asks a question to actor B;
- event 2: actor B answers the question; and
- event 3: actor B leaves the scene.

Three cameras are available to create the animation: camera 1 being static and directed towards A from behind B's shoulder, camera 2 being initially directed towards B from behind A's shoulder, and then panning with B as B leaves the scene, and camera 3 being static and filming a general view of the two actors. This results in several shot choices for every action, namely MS A OTS B, MS B OTS A, PAN with B, LS A and B. Omitting shot choices with very low scores, the following table illustrates the received shot descriptions and their corresponding scores:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event A ($t_1\rightarrow t_2$)</th>
<th>Event B($t_2\rightarrow t_3$)</th>
<th>Event C($t_3\rightarrow t_4$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shot 1: MS A over B's shoulder with camera 1 (80%)</td>
<td>Shot 3: MS B over A's shoulder with camera 2 (80%)</td>
<td>Shot 5: PAN with actor B (80%) with camera 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shot 2: LS A and B with camera 3 (50%)</td>
<td>Shot 4: LS A and B with camera 3 (50%)</td>
<td>Shot 6: LS A and B with camera 3 (50%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Possible shots and their associated scores, before user preferences applied.

One preference entered by a user is to have long shots. The preference of the user for long shots is
represented by multiplying the previous shot scores with 100% for long shots and 50% for other shot sizes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event A ($t_1 \rightarrow t_2$)</th>
<th>Event B ($t_2 \rightarrow t_3$)</th>
<th>Event C ($t_3 \rightarrow t_4$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shot 1: MS A over B’s shoulder with camera 1 (40%)</td>
<td>Shot 3: MS B over A’s shoulder (40%) with camera 2</td>
<td>Shot 5: PAN with actor B (40%) with camera 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shot 2: LS A and B with camera 3 (50%)</td>
<td>Shot 4: LS A and B with camera 3 (50%)</td>
<td>Shot 6: LS A and B with camera 3 (50%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Possible shots and their associated scores, after user preferences applied.

5 [0048] Transitions between shots are computed separately based on the relative screen positions of actors A and B before and after the transitions. By definition, a transition score of 100% is assigned when the same camera is used for two following shots.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transition</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shot 1 → Shot 3</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shot 1 → Shot 4</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shot 2 → Shot 3</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shot 2 → Shot 4</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shot 3 → Shot 5</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shot 3 → Shot 6</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Multiplying the scores for the individual shots and the transitions, it is possible to assign a score to each possible sequence, as illustrated in table 4:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shot 1 → Shot 3 → Shot 5</td>
<td>18.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shot 1 → Shot 3 → Shot 6</td>
<td>9.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shot 1 → Shot 4 → Shot 5</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shot 1 → Shot 4 → Shot 6</td>
<td>6.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shot 2 → Shot 3 → Shot 5</td>
<td>11.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shot 2 → Shot 3 → Shot 6</td>
<td>6.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shot 2 → Shot 4 → Shot 5</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shot 2 → Shot 4 → Shot 6</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Possible sequences and their associated scores, before user preferences applied.
Table 5: Possible sequences and their associated scores, after user preferences applied.

From table 4, the optimal sequence is: Shot 1 → Shot 3 → Shot 5, which has the highest score before assigning preferences to long shots. From table 5, the optimal sequence is: Shot 2 → Shot 4 → Shot 6, which is in fact a single long shot of actors A and B, and has the highest score after user assigned preference to long shots.

It should be understood that this example is an extreme simplification of which the purpose is to illustrate the principle of the above described method. The scores presented above are arbitrary and do not represent an actual simulation. In real situations, shot scores and preferences are evaluated at regular time intervals, using a combination of all actions occurring during each interval, and preferences over shots durations are also taken into account.

It should be understood that other methods for assigning a score to a sequence may be used. For example, a weighting factor can be assigned to the shot score and the transition score so that the transitions are more important.
than the shots in the calculation of a sequence score, or vice versa. In another embodiment, the scores for the shots and the transitions may be added instead of being multiplied.

[0053] For the purposes of the following description, the following notations are used:

K is the number of cameras.

M is the number of shot classes (number of cameras, each counted multiple times to account for different lens and angle choices).

I is the sampling time interval (in seconds). For example, 2 seconds for a rough cut, 1/24\textsuperscript{th} of a second for a final cut.

N is the number of time intervals (duration of entire scene in seconds is $N \times I$).

P is the number of shots in the final edited scene.

$t$ is the current time interval (in unit of $I$, so that the actual time is $t \times I$ in seconds).

D is the maximum duration of a shot.

$X_k(t)$ is the trajectory in time for entity $k$.

$E_k$ is the animation event associated with action $m$. $E_k$ is defined by a starting time, a duration, an action, and roles associated with the action, so that: $E_k = (\text{start}_k, \text{dur}_k, a_k, r_k)$.

$S_i = (t_i, \Delta t_i, c_i, S_i)$ is the description of a shot $i$ starting at time $t_i$, having a duration $\Delta t_i$, taken by camera $i$ and having shot parameters $i$. Another notation is also used for the shot
descriptions, namely $S_i(t)$. In this case, $S_i(t)$ is expressed as:

$$S_i(t) = (C_i, S_i) \text{ for } t_i \leq t < t_i + \Delta t_i$$

$(0,0)$ for $(t < t_i)$ and $(t \geq t_i + \Delta t_i)$

Amn(t) is the transition cost from shot m starting at time $t-1$ to shot n starting at time $t$.

Bm(t) is the cost function for $S_m$ at time $t$.

[0054] Figure 2 illustrates an embodiment of a method for editing an animation sequence using additional user constraints. The first step 20 is the reception of inputs. The inputs comprise a set of positions and orientations $C_m(t)$ for each one of a plurality of cameras involved in shooting an animation sequence, a layout for the animation sequence, including decor and elements therein, the trajectory $X_k(t)$ of the elements in the animation sequence, and animation events $E_k(\text{start, duration, action, roles})$. The layout for the animation sequence describes where each item making up the scene is positioned. This includes static items, such as furniture, walls, decoration, etc, and dynamic items, such as elements that may move during the action sequence. The trajectories of dynamic elements describe how the elements move and where they end up.

[0055] In one embodiment, the trajectories of the elements are fixed or input by a user. In another embodiment, the trajectories are determined from the animation events. Any method known by a person skilled in the art to generate the trajectories from the animation events can be used. For example, a combination of methods such as path-planning,
collision avoidance, automatically-generated hierarchical state machines, and searching a motion graph through a library of existing movements can be used to determine the trajectories.

5 [0056] In one embodiment, the camera positions and orientations are defined by a user of the method. For example, the user may select the camera positions and orientations from a list of randomly generated camera positions and orientations. This input provides a constraint for the cameras to be used. Alternatively, the selection of the cameras and their associated positions and orientations is performed by the system which generates the editing sequence.

10 [0057] The extraction of Shot Descriptions $S_m(t)$ using the received inputs constitutes the second step 22 of the method. These shot descriptions are then used as input, in addition to editing style and cinematographic style considerations, to determine Shot Transition Costs $A_{mn}(t)$ and $B_{m}(t_j)$, referred as steps 24 and 26. The next step 28 is the computation of partial cost function $BEST(m,t)$ which is used to search the entire space of the solutions. Finally, the last step 30 is the generation of the optimal editing sequence $S_0$, $\Delta t_0$, $s_i$, $\Delta t_i$, ..., $s_p$, $\Delta t_p$ compatible with any user constraints $S_u$, $\Delta t_u$ which can be a particular shot description $S_u$ imposed by the user, for example. Having long shots for the first and the last shots of a scene is another example of a user constraint. It should be understood that the editing style and cinematographic style parameters that are considered are subjective and may vary greatly between applications. In addition, if the shot descriptions have already been
generated, the system may be used to perform only the second part of the process.

[0058] In one embodiment, all of the available shots (world situations x camera positions) are described. In another example, the camera height, pan and tilt angles, and the lens may be changed to obtain a more varied set of framings or shots. It results in a larger number of possible shots from any given camera position.

[0059] The following example is given for a simple case where both cameras and the scene are relatively static. It should be understood that the present method and system is not limited to the static case and the following is exemplary only. In this example, the shot parameters are limited to three choices, namely, one-shot, two-shot, and over-the-shoulder shot.

[0060] Shot sequencing is used to rank the shots with respect to actions performed by the actors. For example, given a script of M actions, the sequence of action events may be expressed as:

$$E_1 = (start_1, \Delta t_1, C_1, S_1), E_2 = (start_2, \Delta t_2, C_2, S_2), ...$$

A solution is a sequence of P shots:

$$S_i = (t_i, \Delta t_1, C_1, S_1), S_2 = (t_2, \Delta t_2, C_2, S_2), ...$$

Cuts occur whenever the camera changes between successive intervals. Reframing occurs when the camera remains the same but the shot description changes. Note that cuts and reframings may occur at times $$t_1, t_2, \ldots, T$$ different from the
start times of the actions. The number of possible editings of a given action script is very large. As a result, the process of choosing the best editing is a highly combinatorial problem. The present system provides a solution for computing preferences over all possible editings of M cameras over N time intervals, based on a script of actions and a representation of classical cinematographic and editing styles. Preferences are defined in such a way that the best sequence can be found efficiently (in polynomial space and time) using dynamic programming.

[0061] In one embodiment, the cost of a sequence is computed from at least one of three types of preferences: stylistic preferences on shot types and durations, preferences on which shot types to use for each action in the script (preferred association of shot types with actions or action types), and preferences on how to cut from one shot to the next one. The first two preferences are used to calculate the cost of the shots, while the third preferences are used to calculate the transition costs. Assuming the preference for any given shot, duration or transition is measured by a number in [0,1], we may give the preference a probabilistic interpretation and use the negative logarithm of the preference as the associated cost, so that a preference of 0 has an infinite cost and is never used, while a preference of 1 has zero cost. Note that in some cases, we may prefer to assign additive 'scores' in [Min, Max] and derive the cost functions as Max - score / (Max - Min) in [0,1]. In those cases, the preferences can be derived from the costs or scores with functions of the form 1/Z exp(-cost) = exp(α + |3*score) where Z, α and β are normalization constants.
The objective is to find the shortest path through M cameras pointing at the scene, which means the path having the lowest cost (highest score) possible. With respect to preferences, we get the shot sequence with the largest joint probability, measured by the product of all shot preferences. Note that the best sequence is generally made of P consecutive shots.

As the number of possible shot sequences to be evaluated may increase dramatically with the number of possible shots, the assignment of shot and transition scores may be performed within a semi-Markov assumption, so that the space of solutions can be searched efficiently and the optimal solution can be found in all cases. The method uses conditional random fields which are discriminative probabilistic models used for the labeling or parsing of sequential data, such as natural language text or biological sequences.

In one embodiment, we model shot preferences with a semi-Markov model and editing decision lists are modeled as semi-Markov conditional random fields, meaning that the probability or preference for a shot starting at time $t_i$ with a duration of $\Delta t_i$ is the product of the global preferences for that shot (based on its duration or size) with the preferences over all time intervals between $t_i$ and $t_{i+1}$. A semi-Markov conditional random field is a particular case of conditional random fields which models variable-length segmentations of a label sequence. Semi-Markov conditional random fields allows to model long-range dependencies, at a reasonable computational cost.
In one embodiment, the semi-Markov assumption allows the adaptation of the forward-backward and Viterbi algorithms to a conditional random field in order to determine the optimal editing sequence, given the input action script, and training algorithms developed for conditional random fields can be adapted when cinematographic and editing style parameters are learnt directly from examples.

In terms of costs, the cost associated with the shot is the sum of the costs for all its time intervals \( t_i \) plus the cost associated with the duration \( \Delta t_i \) and other style parameters of the shot.

Concerning the first preferences, namely stylistic preferences on shot types and durations, an example of style parameters is the average shot length which measures the rhythm of the editing. For example, shots whose durations are modeled by a log-normal distribution with an average shot length (ASL) \( m \) and a standard deviation \( \sigma \) may be preferred. The cost \( C \) associated with a shot of length \( \Delta t \) can then be expressed as:

\[
C(\Delta t) = -\log P(\Delta t) = \log \Delta t + (\log \Delta t - \log m)^2 / 2 \sigma^2
\]

Other examples of style parameters are the desired ratios of long shots, medium shots, and close shots. All of these can be translated into preferences over the parameters of the shots, as explained below.

The editing rhythm may be set by choosing an ASL for the sequence. The rhythm may also be fine-tuned by choosing the variance \( \sigma^2 \) and autocorrelation function \( R \) of
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the shot lengths. In addition, the perceived length of a shot may depend on its size, its novelty, and the intensity of the action. For the purpose of this example, the ASL is set as a function of shot size, so that close-ups are cut faster and long shots are cut slower. Assume that the ratio of long shots, medium shots, and close shots are set to be $N_1$, $N_2$, and $N_3$. Assume further that the average shot lengths are $m_1 = \frac{a_1}{N_1}$, $m_2 = a_2\overline{L}$, and $m_3 = a_3\overline{L}$ where $a_1$, $a_2$, $a_3$ are constant factors. Then the general ASL will be:

$$1/N^* \left( N_1 m_1 + N_2 m_2 + N_3 m_3 \right) = L/N^* \left( N_1 a_1 + N_2 a_2 + N_3 a_3 \right)$$

where $N$ is the total number of shots ($N = N_1 + N_2 + N_3$)

and we can set:

$$L = N m / (N_1 a_1 + N_2 a_2 + N_3 a_3)$$

so that the overall ASL for a sequence of $N_1$ long shots, $N_2$ medium shots, and $N_3$ close shots is expected to be "$m\)". For any given shot in any given size, the formula $C(\Delta t)$ can express the costs as a function of duration.

[0070] In a simple example with two characters, each performing a sequence of actions $a_t$ and $b_t$, shot preferences at any given time are computed as a function of the action categories for $a_t$ and $b_t$. Action categories that can be used in a dialog situation are speech actions, facial expressions, hand gestures, and pointing gestures. Shot choices are ranked for each category of each character.

[0071] Concerning the second preferences, namely preferences on which shot types to use for each action, these shot preferences may be expressed as a function of a small
number of visual goals that are extracted automatically from
the animation events or the script. The actions are
categorized into a small number of visual categories, such as
speech actions, facial expressions, hand gestures, pointing
gestures, and bodily gestures. Each category is associated
with a list of natural visual goals such as showing the face,
the hands, the entire body, or the environment of the
corresponding role. Shot choices are ranked for each
category. Then, the ranking of a shot of any given time
interval is computed with the product of the preferences for
that shot over all actions occurring at that time. Similarly,
the cost associated with the shot at any given time is the
sum of the costs for all actions occurring at that time.

[0072] Concerning the third preferences, namely
preferences on how to cut from one shot to the next one,
these preferences are expressed based on film grammar.
Examples of third-type preferences are: keep each character
on the same side of the screen across a cut, avoid cutting
between two-shots, avoid cutting from a long-shot to a close-
shot, prefer cutting between shots for the same size (long,
medium or close), etc.

[0073] In one embodiment, the shot descriptions, shot
preferences and costs are translated into a numerical, sub-
symbolic shot description language (SDL) which includes the
screen positions and motion vectors of the character's body
parts and gaze directions. The rules of film grammar are also
translated into SDL. As a result, the shot preferences and
the transition preferences between M arbitrary shots can be
computed efficiently as a function of their low-level
descriptions, as described below.
This section explains the SDL language used to describe the content of a shot at any given time in screen coordinates. Shots with one actor are described with the character's name (in the scene); the screen coordinates and depth of the middle of the eyes (the depth z is given in units of focal length multiplied by sensor size, so that the head size in screen coordinates is s/z if s is the head size in world coordinates); the onscreen size of the actor's head (excluding offscreen or occluded parts); the profile angle for the actor's head, in degrees (0 if the actor faces the camera, 90 for a left profile, -90 for a right profile, 180 for a back view), relative to a vertical line passing through the eyes; the camera angle relative to the actor's eyes, in degrees (0 for a shot at eye-level, 90 for a top view, -90 for a bottom view), defined relative to a horizontal plane passing through the eyes. When actors are turning around, it may become useful to also take note of the profile and camera angles relative to their upper body (using the middle of the shoulders) and lower body (using the middle of the hips).

Typical one-shots can be defined using short-hand notations such as ONE-SHOT CU MAN, 34LEFT, LOW ANGLE, SCREEN CENTER which translates to name='MAN', eyes=(0, 2/3, 1), profile=45, angle=-30 in SDL. As another example, ONE-SHOT LS WOMAN, 34BACK RIGHT, SCREEN LEFT translates to name='WOMAN', eyesM2/3, 2/3, 12), profile=-135, angle=0, etc.

Shots with two or more actors can be described with separate descriptions for all actors. In addition, in the case of two actors, we describe two-shots with their own vocabulary: the two character's names (in the scene); the screen coordinates and depth of the middle of the eyes for
the two actors, even when they are off-screen. This gives us the line of action between them; the onscreen sizes of their heads (excluding off-screen or occluded parts); the profile angle relative to the line of action, in degrees (0 if the actor faces the camera, 90 for a left profile, -90 for a right profile, 180 for a back view), defined relative to a vertical line passing through the center of the two actor's eyes; the camera angle relative to a line of action, in degrees (0 for a shot at eye-level, 90 for a top view, -90 for a bottom view), defined relative to a horizontal plane passing through the center of the two actor's eyes. Again, typical two-shots can be defined using short-hand notations. For instance, TWO-SHOT LS MAN WOMAN translates in SDL to name [0] = 'man', name [1] = 'woman', eyes [0] = (2/3, 2/3, 12), eyes [1] = (1/3, 2/3, 12), profile=90, angle=0. TWO-SHOT LS WOMAN MAN translates to name [0] = 'woman', name [1] = 'man', eyes [0] = (2/3, 2/3, 12), eyes [1] = (1/3, 2/3, 12), profile=90, angle=0. TWO-SHOT CS MAN OTS WOMAN translates to name [0] = 'man', name [1] = 'woman', eyes [0] = (2/3, 2/3, 4), eyes [1] = (1/3, 2/3, 3), profile=15, angle=0.

SDL also describes the dynamics of shots over a time interval I(t) by storing the time-derivatives (motions) of all its parameters. For longer time intervals I(t) of ten movie frames or more, the minimum and maximum values of all parameters can also be stored.

This section explains the process of describing a shot at a given time, given the 3D scene and the camera parameters at that time. Let C be the position of the camera's optical center, V the direction of its optical axis, F the focal length of the camera lens, H and V the size of...
the image sensor. Perspective projection of a scene point \( P \) in (3D) world coordinates to an image point \( p \) in (2D) projective camera coordinates is written \( p = K(Rc P + Tc) \) where \( R \) is a 3X3 rotation matrix which depends on \( C \) and \( V \), \( T \) a translation vector equal to \(-RC\) and \( K \) a 3X3 matrix of the internal parameters \( f, h \) and \( v \). Similarly, the projection of a vector \( V \) is a vector \( v = KR P \).

[0078] Symbolic projection of a 3D scene into \( M \) cameras comprises the following steps:

1. Compute bounding boxes of all scene elements, including all actor's faces, upper bodies and lower bodies, in their own Object' coordinates at time \( t = 0 \)

Then, for all times \( t' \) in \( I(t) \), for all actors in the scene and for all cameras

2. Retrieve center \( C_k(t^1) \) and principal directions \( UP(k,t'), DOWN(k,t'), LEFT(k,t'), RIGHT(k,f), FRONT(k,f) \) and \( BACK(k,t') \) of element and project them into camera coordinates. This gives the bounding boxes of all elements in projective coordinates, including depth.

3. Sort all elements according to depth and resolve visibility. Compute SDL description for all visible actors, including angles between \( V \) and \( FRONT(k,t') \) for all actors.

4. Store \([\min, \max]\) values of all SDL descriptors and their time derivatives into shot description \( S(t) \). Many variations are possible for efficiently applying this step as a function of the time interval size.
In the special case of two-shots, additional steps are taken to compute the vector between the two actors (line of action). The same basic steps can be used to compute other optional elements in the SDL following the same line.

This section describes the process of decomposing the animation script into a list of actions occurring at any time. The input in this step may differ from one embodiment to another, with respect to e.g. the vocabulary and representation of actions. For instance, actions may be restricted to simple subject-verb-object triplets, or even to a small list of one-person and two-person actions. To be general, we assume a representation of actions as 'animation events' that comprise the start time and the duration of the event; the action class of the event (such as speech, facial-animation, pointing, looking, etc.) and its roles (such as agent, object, patient, instrument, etc.). The roles of an action are a numbered list of scene elements participating in the action. As a simple illustration, monologue actions typically involve a single 'agent' role (which may be implied, as in speak (agent: man) while dialog actions typically involve one 'agent' role and one 'patient' role (as in speak (agent: man, patient: woman). We use a lexicon of action classes indicating which parts of the different roles (typically, the face, lower body or upper body) are important for that particular action. In practice, it is sufficient to categorize actions into a small number of classes, such as facial actions, hand gestures and displacements. Note that the class labels can also be partially recovered from the associated animation curves by using motion analysis, in cases where the action script does not include them.
The analysis of the action script consists of two main steps:

(1) For all actions in the script, we build the list of scene elements given by all the action's roles; and

(2) For all time intervals \( t \), we build the list of actions that are taking place at that time.

This section explains the process of computing the cost of a shot over a time interval, given its SDL description \( S_1 \) and the list of actions occurring in that interval. Note that this is expressed with respect to the chosen cinematographic style. Given the action decomposition of the previous section, a very general strategy for choosing the shots is to assign screen space to actions and their roles according to their importance in the script. We can measure the amount of screen space devoted to an event \( E_k \) as

\[
\text{sum} \ (t) \ \text{sum}(r \ \text{in} \ E_k) \ \text{screensize} \ (r \ \text{in} \ S_1)
\]

Let 'occur \((E_k, t)\)' be a boolean function that indicates that animation event \( E_k \) is taking place at time \( t \). A common criterion known as the «Hitchcock principle» states that the best shot is the one that maximizes the correlation between the screen sizes of all actors and their importance in the script at that particular time. This correlation can be approximated as follows:

\[
\text{sum} \ (E_k) \ \text{occur} \ ((E_k, t)) \ \text{sum}(r \ \text{in} \ E_k) \ \text{screensize} \ (r \ \text{in} \ S_1) \\
\times \text{weight} \ (r \ \text{in} \ E_k) \times \text{weight} \ (E_k \ \text{in} \ \text{story})
\]

This provides a good measure of how well the shots represent the action. The two 'weight' functions measure the
importance of the roles in the actions and the importance of the actions in the story. The first 'weight' function is typically built into the action lexicon. The second "weight" function can be read from the script or annotated by the user. In other cases, a default value of 1.0 is used for all roles and actions.

[0085] In one embodiment, the 'screensize' function is computed from the SDL shot description as:

\[ 2 \times \text{onscreen (object)} / (\text{imagesize} + \text{size (object)}) \]

[0086] Recall that onscreen (object) in \( S_i \) measures the image size of the visible part of the object while size (object) measures the total object size (including off-screen and occluded parts). The associated cost functions are:

\[ \text{screencost (object)} = 1 - \text{screensize (object)} \]

\[ \text{actioncost} (S_1, t) = \sum (E_k) \text{occur} (E_k, t) \sum (r \text{ in } E_k) \text{screencost (r \text{ in } S_i)} \times \text{weight (r)} \times \text{weight (E_k)} \]

which results in a score of \( \exp\left\{-\text{actioncost} (S_1, t)\right\} \).

[0087] This provides the basis for a general shot ranking algorithm. Details are omitted here on how we can also take into account the screen positions and angles of actors, relative to the camera, or other scene elements in the background. Many changes or additions can be made to the general approach. In all cases, rankings can efficiently be computed from the stored shot descriptions \( S_i \) and stored into a single table \( B(i,t) \).
This section explains the process of computing the cost of a transition between two shots, given their SDL descriptions. Transition between shots are ranked by comparing the screen sizes, locations, and angles for all actors in the SDL descriptions of the two shots. Note that this is expressed with respect to the chosen editing style.

In one embodiment, transition rules are translated into the following cost functions:

- `screensize (actor, shot)` measures how much of the actor is visible in the shot.

- `jumpmotion (actor, shot, shot)` penalizes jumps in motion directions.

- `jumpscreen (actor, shot, shot)` penalizes jumps in screen positions.

- `jumpprofilesize (actor, shot, shot)` penalizes shots with the same profile and size.

- `jumpleftright (actor, actor, shot, shot)` penalizes inconsistent left/right relations between actors in the two shots.

- `distance (actor, actor, shot, shot)` keeps the apparent distance between actors consistent with their actual distance in the animation.

Those are numerical functions of the SDL descriptions of the two shots. They require scaling parameters, which are chosen carefully. Scaling parameters measure the importance given to the corresponding rules.
Scaling parameters are a function of editing style and can be learned from examples of that style, using expert knowledge and/or statistical methods. It is possible to deliberately break a rule by setting its scaling parameters to zero or even negative values.

[0091] Based on the above cost functions, the following algorithm can be used for computing transition costs:

```
actioncost = 0

for all actors ak who appear in both shots
compute wk = min (l=1,2) screensize (ak, si)
compute jumpk = jumpscreen(ak, si, s2)
  + jumpsprofilesize (ak, si, s2)
  + jumpsmotion (ak, si, s2)
actioncost += wk*jumpk

for all actors ak, al who appear in both shots
compute wk = min (l=1,2) screensize (ak, si)
compute wl = min (l=1,2) screensize (al, si)
if ak and al have different left/right relations
  actioncost += wk*wl*jumpleftright(ak, al, sl, s2)

for all actors ak1, ak2 who appear separately
compute w = min(i=1, 2) screensize (aki, si)
actioncost += w*distance (ak1, ak2, si, s2)
```
The above algorithm provides the basis for a general cut ranking algorithm. The rankings can efficiently be computed 'on-the-fly' from shot descriptions $S_i$ and $S_j$ of arbitrary cameras, and can be stored into a single table $A(i,j,t)$. In addition, it is also possible to take into account the gaze directions as follows:

for all actors $a_{kl}$, $a_{k2}$ who appear separately

compute $w = \min (i=1, 2) \text{ screensize } (a_{ki}, S_i)$

if $a_{kl}$ is looking at $a_{k2}$ in the world but not in the shot

$$\text{actioncost} \leftarrow w \times \text{look}$$

if $a_{kl}$ is looking at $a_{k2}$ in the shot but not in the world

$$\text{actioncost} \leftarrow w \times \text{look}$$

More generally, we can translate film grammar rules in a systematic fashion if the rules are written in terms of typical shot descriptions. Positive rules describe which shots should follow which shots. Negative rules describe which shots should not follow which shots. Preference rules tell which shots should be preferred after which shots. All such rules translate naturally into cost functions similar to the examples presented above.

This section explains how we enumerate all possible editing sequences, which includes ranking all possible transitions between any two shots at any edit point. This is a combinatorial problem which we resolve with a dynamic programming solution, based on the observation that our ranking function has the semi-Markov property. Indeed, our
The ranking function has the property that the cost of an edit decision list $S_l = (t_l, \Delta t_l, c_l, s_l)$, $S_2=(t_2, \Delta t_2, c_2, s_2), \ldots$, $S_P=(t_P, \Delta t_P, c_P, s_P)$ can be decomposed as follows:

$$L[S_i=(t_i, \Delta t_i, c_i, s_i), S_2=(t_2, \Delta t_2, c_2, s_2), \ldots, S_P=(t_P, \Delta t_P, c_P, s_P)] = L(S_1, t_i, t_2) + LT(S_1, S_2) + L(S_2, t_2, t_3) + LT(S_2, S_3) + \ldots + L(S_{n-i}, t_{n-i}, t_n) + LT(S_{n-i}, S_n) + L(S_n, t_n, t_{n+1})$$

where $LS(S_i, t_i, t_{i+1})$ is the cost associated with shot $S_i = (t_i, \Delta t_i, c_i, s_i)$ between $t_i$ and $t_{i+1}$ and $LT(S_i, S_j)$ is the cost associated with a transition from shot $S_i$ to shot $S_j$.

As a result, the total cost function has the property that the shortest path that includes a given shot $S_i$ ending exactly at time $t_i + 1$ must necessarily be built from the shortest path leading to that shot and the shortest path starting at that shot. This is the basis for an efficient dynamic programming algorithm which computes and stores the best partial path leading to shot $S_i$ ending exactly at time $t$ using a simple recurrence relation. Let $LM(S_i, t)$ be the cost of that partial path. Then the partial path associated with shot $S_i$ ending exactly at time $t$ can be found by searching for the minimum of:

$$LM(S_1, t) + LS(S_j, t+1, f) + LT(S_1, S_j)$$

over all possible choices of $i$ and $t < t'$. With $M$ shot types and a maximum shot duration $D$, this requires the evaluation
of $D(M-I)$ solutions. As a result, we can find the optimal edit list for a sequence with $N$ time intervals with only $NM^2D$ operations and a storage space of $NM$.

[0096] For action-shot preferences, one embodiment comprises building a table of the best shot to be used for each action. For example, a dialog action can be portrayed by showing the speaker or the reaction of the other actor, or both. A facial expression can be portrayed by showing the actor's face, the closer the better. A hand-gesture can be portrayed by showing the actor's hands and face. A close-up of the hands would usually not work because it would hide which actor is actually gesturing. A pointing gesture should show the pointing actor's hand and head as well as the object, actor, or place being pointed at, either at the same time or in succession. We use such input to recompute the cost of any given shot $S_m$ as the sum of distances between $S_m$ and the best shots $S_k$ associated with all actions $A_k$ occurring in the time interval.

[0097] Exemplary code for computing an optimal sequence of shots, given a sequence of timed actions, is found below.

[0098] Let $A(i,j)$ be the cost for a transition from shot $i$ to shot $j$. Let $B(i,t)$ be the cost for shot $i$ at time $t$ based on all actions occurring at time $t$. Let $C(\Delta t)$ be the cost associated with shot duration $\Delta t$. Let $N$ be the number of time intervals, $M$ the number of available shot choices. Then the shot sequencing algorithm works by building an $M \times N$ table $BEST(i,t)$, containing the best partial cost leading to shot $i$ ending at time $t$, with "back pointers" $ibest(i,t)$ and $tbest(i,t)$ pointing to the end of the previous shot. Thus,
the shot before \((i,t)\) is \(ibest(i,t)\) at time \(tbest(i,t)\). The pseudo-code for the complete sequencing algorithm is as follows:

\[
\text{for all shots } i \text{ and } j
\]

\begin{enumerate}
\item create table of shot transition costs \(A(i,j)\)
\item create table of shot costs \(B(i,t)\)
\end{enumerate}

\[
\text{for all times } t, \text{ for all shots } i
\]

\begin{enumerate}
\item initialize \(SUMB(0) = B(i,t)\)
\end{enumerate}

\[
\text{for } \delta = 1 \text{ to } \delta_{\text{max}}
\]

\begin{enumerate}
\item \(SUMB(\delta) = SUMB(\delta) + B(i-\delta)\)
\item compute \(\text{MIN}(\delta) = \min(j) \text{ best } (j,t-\delta) + B(j,i)\)
\item let \(JMIN(\delta)\) be the value that achieves the minimum
\end{enumerate}

\[
\text{best}(i,t) = \min(\delta) \text{ C}(\delta) + SUMB(\delta) + \text{MIN}(\delta)
\]

\[
\text{jbest}(i,t) = JMIN(\text{best}_\delta)
\]

\[
\text{tbest}(i,t) = \text{best}_\delta
\]

Finally, build the solution backwards by following back-pointers and generate EDL.

[0099] The best editing sequence can be found because a search over all possible durations at each time step is performed. In another embodiment, a search for only the shot at the previous time step is performed.
Another embodiment of the method uses continuous takes from two or more real camera recordings of a live scene. In this case, the takes are synchronized, so that frames with the same time-code correspond to events taking place at the same time during recording. SDL descriptions of each take can be provided by way of frame-by-frame annotation. Many algorithms exist for tracking the locations, sizes and orientations of human faces in video. They provide the basis for creating the SDL descriptions using minimal user supervision (essentially, the labeling of actor's names and the correction of tracking errors). In yet another embodiment, the 3D motion of the real actors is recorded as well, using any of a variety of existing motion capture systems. The symbolic projection algorithm described above can be used to automatically generate SDL description of all shots, under the condition that the cameras must be calibrated to the motion capture system. This can be done using any of a variety of calibration or motion control systems. In both cases, shot descriptions in SDL can be used to compute the optimal editing and generate an EDL for automatically editing the recorded scene.

Given an animated scene, a script of actions, and an arbitrary set of cameras, the system computes an editing sequence which minimizes a global cost function. As explained above, the cost function can be written as the exponential of a sum of different functions multiplied by scaling coefficients which depend on application-specific cinematographic and editing preferences. Different choices of coefficients lead to different solutions. To resolve the issue, the system includes a method for choosing those
coefficients in a principled fashion, using annotated examples of fully edited movies typical of a given cinematographic and editing style. In one embodiment, the method requires that the example movies be broken down into shots, using any of a variety of available cut detection algorithms. SDL annotation of the shots is made available, i.e. the screen positions, angles and sizes of all actors' faces in all shots must be given. Additionally, a script of actions is to be provided. From such input, the cost of each example sequence can be computed as a function of the (unknown) scaling coefficients. A good choice of coefficient is one that maximizes the average score of all the given examples. Such good coefficients can be computed automatically, using any available machine learning method developed for semi-Markov conditional random fields.

[00102] In one embodiment, the score of a shot sequence can be normalized by the sum of scores for all possible shot sequences compatible with the given action sequence and style parameters. The normalized values can then be interpreted as conditional probabilities and the theory of semi-Markov conditional random fields can be used for learning the style parameters from the given examples. Generally, there is no closed-form solution for the optimal assignment of weights, so that the optimal assignment of weights is performed using numerical optimization techniques. Examples of techniques that can be used are gradient descent algorithms and quasi-Newton methods, such as the L-BFGS algorithm. Other well-known machine learning techniques such as perceptron learning or entropy maximization are also applicable.
Parameters obtained in this manner can be packaged into a 'style-sheet' representative of the given examples. One embodiment includes a (separate) style-sheet for television talk-shows and classical Hollywood movies. Style-sheets for more specialized genres can also be created in the same fashion.

The method can be extended in several directions. For example, the method can use 'ideal' shot descriptions Si in SDL that do not correspond to any existing camera, but can be used to suggest novel camera placements. It is then the task of the animator to create such a camera to generate the suggested edited sequence. The method can also be used to generate optimal sequences using any subset of available camera's. Users can also enforce constraints on the solution, for example by choosing a given camera shot Su at time tu for a given duration. The system then provides the best sequence that uses that shot, even if this solution is ranked lower than other possible solutions. Another feature of the system allows it to update its own internal parameters so that the solution proposed by the user receives a higher rank (user-profiling). Yet another feature of the system is to make it compute sub-optimal solutions in real-time on a frame-by-frame basis, and evaluate their scores. It is also possible to extend the system so that it handles gradual (rather than abrupt) transitions between cameras (dissolves instead of cuts) and between framings of the same camera (as with a moving or panning or zooming camera). In such cases, the duration of the transitions can be chosen according to the same methods that are used for choosing shot durations. The SDL language can also be extended to include lighting, color
and background information that can be computed directly from
the image. Such additional information can then be used to
evaluate the score of shot transitions. The proposed system
uses a log-normal model of shot duration but other
statistical models can be used instead. Furthermore, it is
possible to incorporate a model for short-term memory of
previously viewed shots using a counter of the time spent in
each shot. The editing model described herein evaluates the
score of a transition between two shots but it can evaluate
all triplets of successive shots by computing the cost of a
transition from shot Si at ti to Shot Sj at tj to shot Sk at
tk. This feature can be used for trimming parts of the time-
line, by evaluating transitions from one shot Si at ti to a
'garbage shot' Sj at tj that trims all the frames for a given
duration, until the next shot Sk at tk. This feature can be
useful for removing slow, repetitive actions and for
improving the quality of the transitions during fast actions.

[00105] The implementation described above is illustrated
with examples taken mostly from two-speaker dialogs. The same
process can be used for scenes involving arbitrary numbers of
actors and actions, such as but not limited to monologues,
action scenes, fighting scenes with two actors, dialogs
between freely-moving actors, scenes with three or more
actors, etc.

[00106] It should be understood that the methods
illustrated above may be executed by a machine provided with
a processor and a memory. The processor is adapted to receive
the inputs and configured to execute dome or all of the steps
of the methods described above.
Figure 3 illustrates one embodiment of a system 50 for editing an animation sequence. The system 50 comprises a memory 52, a shot scoring module 54, a transition scoring module 56, and an editing sequence generator 58. The system 50 receives as input animation events which are stored in the memory 52. Furthermore, the system 50 receives shot descriptions which correspond to the possible shots for generating the animation. The shot descriptions are also stored in the memory 52. The shot scoring module 54 and the transition scoring module 56 access the shot descriptions stored in the memory 52. The shot scoring module 54 is adapted to assign a score to each one of the shot descriptions in accordance with the corresponding animation event and shot rules. The transition scoring module 56 is adapted to assign a score to the transitions between shots throughout the sequence by analyzing the shot descriptions as a function of transition rules.

The shot descriptions, the transitions, and their associated score are then sent to the editing sequence generator 58. The editing sequence generator 58 is adapted to edit an optimal sequence using the shot scores and the transition scores.

In one embodiment, the system 50 is adapted to receive user's preferences about the editing style and the cinematographic style. These preferences are then used to generate shot and transition rules by the shot transition module 54 and the transition scoring module 56, respectively.

In another embodiment, the system 50 receives an exemplary edited sequence representative of a given editing
and cinematographic style which is stored in memory 52. The exemplary edited sequence comprises at least one action script, a set of exemplary shot descriptions, and an exemplary edit decision list. The shot scoring module 54 and the transition scoring module 56 are adapted to determine editing and cinematographic style parameters from the exemplary edited sequence and generate the shot rules and the transition rules, respectively, in accordance with the editing and cinematographic style parameters.

[00111] In one embodiment, the system 50 further comprises a shot description generator which is adapted to receive as inputs a set of positions and orientations for each one of a plurality of cameras involved in shooting an animation sequence, a layout of the scene for the animation sequence, including decor and elements therein, the trajectory of elements in the animation sequence, and the animation events. The shot description generator is also adapted to generate shot descriptions using the received set of positions and orientations for the cameras, the layout, the trajectory of the elements in the animation sequence, and the animation events.

[00112] In another embodiment, the shot description generator is adapted to extract the layout, the trajectory of the elements in the animation sequence, and the animation events from a script received by the system 50. The shot description generator creates the shot descriptions using the received positions and orientations for the cameras. Alternatively, the shot descriptions may be received by the system 50.
In one embodiment, the system 50 is adapted to receive user constraints such as a particular shot description to be inserted at a specific time within the sequence. The user constraints are received by the editing sequence generator 58 which generates the optimal editing sequence taking into account the user constraints.

It should be understood that the above presented method and system can be used for "live" editing in which film time is equal to scene time. In "post-production" editing, film time can be made faster or slower. While the present description refers to a process of editing a single scene based on a description of the actions and dialogues in the scene, assembling scenes together by use of flash-backs, cross-cutting between scenes, parallel editing, and the like is also possible. In this case, a higher-level narrative strategy is given as an input, so that the cutting points between scenes can be determined.

The embodiments of the invention described above are intended to be exemplary only. Other examples, not described in full details include a monologue on a stage filmed by M cameras; a sequence of player's actions from a game play which is edited into a sequence of 'highlights' from various camera angles; a 3D animated sequence generated by re-targeting motion from a motion capture session of a real actor onto a synthetic cartoon character; a multi-camera recording of a stage performance, augmented with low-resolution motion capture so that at least the stage positions of all actors are recorded in synchrony with the film image. The scope of the invention is therefore intended to be limited solely by the scope of the appended claims.
I/WE CLAIM:

1. A method for editing an animation sequence, the method comprising:
   - providing animation events;
   - providing shot descriptions corresponding to shots taken by a plurality of cameras;
   - assigning a score to each one of said shot descriptions in accordance with a corresponding one of said animation events and shot rules;
   - assigning a score to transitions between said shot descriptions throughout said sequence in accordance with transition rules; and
   - generating an optimal editing sequence using said score for said shot descriptions and said score for said transitions between said shot descriptions.

2. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein said providing shot descriptions comprises:
   - providing a set of user-defined positions and orientations for each one of said plurality of cameras, camera parameters for each one of said plurality of cameras, a layout of a scene for said animation sequence comprising decor and elements therein, and a trajectory for said elements in said animation sequence; and
   - generating said shot descriptions using said set of user-defined positions and orientations, said camera parameters, said layout, said trajectory and said animation events.
3. The method as claimed in claim 2, wherein said providing a set of user-defined positions and orientations, a layout of a scene, and a trajectory comprises:
   receiving said set of user-defined positions and orientations and said camera parameters from a user;
   receiving a script of said animation; and
   extracting said layout, said trajectory for said elements, and said animation events from said script.

4. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein said providing shot descriptions comprises receiving a start time, a duration, an identification of one of said plurality of cameras, and a shot type, for each one of said shot descriptions.

5. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein said providing animation events comprises receiving a starting time, a duration, an action and at least one role, for each one of said animation events.

6. The method as claimed in claim 1, further comprising receiving user preferences about editing and cinematographic style and defining said shot rules and said transition rules in accordance with said user preferences.

7. The method as claimed in claim 6, wherein said receiving user preferences comprises receiving at least one of action-specific preferences, transition preferences, preferences over a distribution of shot durations throughout said sequence, and scaling parameters controlling a relative weight of said user preferences.
8. The method as claimed in claim 1, further comprising:
   receiving an exemplary edited sequence comprising at least one action script, a set of exemplary shot descriptions, and an exemplary edit decision list;
   determining editing and cinematographic style parameters from said exemplary edited sequence; and
   defining said shot rules and said transition rules in accordance with said editing and cinematographic style parameters.

9. The method as claimed in claim 1, further comprising providing a user with said optimal editing sequence and requesting validation from said user.

10. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein said assigning a score to each one of said shot descriptions comprises assigning said score to each one of said shot descriptions as a function of at least one of a shot starting time, a shot duration, a shot type, and an association of said shot type with an action.

11. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein said assigning a score to transitions comprises assigning said score to transitions as a function of at least one of a transition duration, and continuity and stylistic issues.

12. A method as claimed in claim 1, further comprising receiving user constraints and wherein said generating an optimal editing sequence is performed in accordance with said user constraints.
13. A system for editing an animation sequence, the system comprising:
   a processor;
   a memory accessible by said processor and adapted to store:
   animation events; and
   shot descriptions corresponding to shots taken by a plurality of cameras;
   an application coupled to the processor, the application configured for:
   assigning a score to each one of said shot descriptions according to a corresponding one of said animation events and shot rules;
   assigning a score to transitions between said shot descriptions throughout said sequence in accordance with transition rules; and
   generating an optimal editing sequence using said score for said shot descriptions and said score for said transitions between said shot descriptions.

14. The system as claimed in claim 13, wherein said processor is adapted to receive a set of inputs comprising user-defined positions and orientations for each one of said plurality of cameras, camera parameters for each one of said plurality of cameras, a layout of a scene for said animation sequence comprising decor and elements therein, a trajectory for said elements in said animation sequence, and said application is further configured to generate said shot descriptions using said set of inputs and said animation events.
15. The system as claimed in claim 14, wherein said processor is adapted to receive a script of said animation and said set of user-defined positions and orientations from a user and said application is further configured for extracting said layout, said trajectory for said elements, and said animation events from said script.

16. The system as claimed in claim 13, wherein said processor is adapted to receive a starting time, a duration, an action and at least one role, for each one of said animation events.

17. The system as claimed in claim 13, wherein said processor is adapted to receive a start time, a duration, an identification of one of said plurality of cameras, and a shot type, for each one of said shot descriptions.

18. The system as claimed in claim 13, wherein said processor is adapted to receive user preferences about editing and cinematographic style and said application is configured for defining said shot rules and said transition rules in accordance with said user preferences.

19. The system as claimed in claim 18, wherein said processor is adapted to receive at least one of action-specific preferences, transition preferences, preferences over a distribution of shot durations throughout said sequence, and scaling parameters controlling a relative weight of said user preferences.

20. The system as claimed in claim 13, wherein said processor is adapted to receive an exemplary edited sequence comprising
at least one action script, a set of exemplary shot descriptions, and an exemplary edit decision list, and said application is configured to determine editing and cinematographic style parameters from said exemplary edited sequence and generate said shot rules and said transition rules in accordance with said editing and cinematographic style parameters.

21. The method as claimed in claim 13, said application is further configured for providing a user with said optimal editing sequence and requesting validation from said user.

22. The system as claimed in claim 13, wherein said application is configured for assigning said score to each one of said shot descriptions as a function of at least one of a shot starting time, a shot duration, a shot type, and an association of said shot type with an action.

23. The system as claimed in claim 13, wherein said application is configured for assigning said score to said transitions as a function of at least one of a transition duration, and continuity and stylistic issues.

24. A system as claimed in claim 13, wherein said processor is adapted to receive user constraints and said application is configured to perform said generating an optimal editing sequence in accordance with said user constraints.

25. A system for editing an animation sequence, the system comprising:

   a memory adapted to store:
animation events; and
shot descriptions corresponding to shots taken by a plurality of cameras,-
a shot scoring module connected to said memory and adapted to assign a score to each one of said shot descriptions in accordance with a corresponding one of said animation events and shot rules,-
a transition scoring module connected to said memory and adapted to assign a score to transitions between said shot descriptions throughout said sequence in accordance with transition rules; and
an editing sequence generator connected to said shot scoring module and said transition scoring module, said editing sequence generator being adapted to generate an optimal editing sequence using said score for said shot descriptions and said score for said transitions.

26. The system as claimed in claim 25, further comprising a shot description generator connected to said memory and adapted to receive a set of user-defined positions and orientations for each one of said plurality of cameras, camera parameters for each one of said plurality of cameras, a layout of a scene for said animation sequence comprising decor and elements therein, and a trajectory for said elements in said animation sequence and generate said shot descriptions in accordance with said set, said camera parameters, said layout, said trajectory, and said animation events.

27. The system as claimed in claim 26, wherein said shot description generator is adapted to receive a script of said
animation and to extract said layout, said trajectory for said elements, and said animation events from said script.

28. The system as claimed in claim 25, wherein each one of said shot description comprises a start time, a duration, an identification of one of said plurality of cameras, and a shot type.

29. The system as claimed in claim 25, wherein each one of said animation events comprises a starting time, a duration, an action and at least one role.

30. The system as claimed in claim 25, wherein said shot scoring module and said transition scoring module are adapted to receive user preferences about editing and cinematographic style and to generate said shot rules and said transition rules, respectively, in accordance with said user preferences.

31. The system as claimed in claim 30, wherein said shot scoring module and said transition scoring module are adapted to receive at least one of action-specific preferences, transition preferences, preferences over a distribution of shot durations throughout said sequence, and scaling parameters controlling a relative weight of said user preferences.

32. The system as claimed in claim 25, wherein said shot scoring module and said transition scoring module are adapted to receive an exemplary edited sequence comprising at least one action script, a set of exemplary shot descriptions, and
an exemplary edit decision list, and to determine editing and cinematographic style parameters from said exemplary edited sequence and generate said shot rules and said transition rules, respectively, in accordance with said editing and cinematographic style parameters.

33. The system as claimed in claim 25, wherein said editing sequence generator is connected to a user interface and adapted to provide a user with said optimal editing sequence and to request validation from said user.

34. The system as claimed in claim 25, wherein said shot scoring module is adapted to assign said score to each one of said shot descriptions as a function of at least one of a shot starting time, a shot duration, a shot type, and an association of said shot type with an action.

35. The system as claimed in claim 25, wherein said transition scoring module is adapted to assign said score to said transitions in accordance with at least one of a transition duration, and continuity and stylistic issues.

36. The system as claimed in claim 25, wherein said editing sequence generator is adapted to receive user constraints from a user interface and to generate said optimal editing sequence according to said user constraints.
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